[Light Yagami] wrote:
You know, since christianity was invented, we've all been fucked many times, in many lives and in different ways, so naturally, there has been a great falsification (hopefully this is the right word) about our true needs, desires and, obviously, about our true nature. Nowadays, in television (which is under jewish control) and even on the Internet, wherever you look at, you will neeeever read/see three or more people being in a relationship. It will always be "him and her" or "him and him" or "her and her". No one is open to a polygamous relationship (not because they don't "want" it, but because they don't understand that they can have it as it is in our nature after all).
So yeah, I was actually thinking about this concept for the entire night. I realized that even myself, whenever I think of... err... love stories etc., I would never consider the possibility of more than two people; up until now hehe
I can also understand that, although three or more people would be with the same person, there would be no "jealousy" involved. At least, I see it that way...
Imagine being in love with someone, and that someone being in love with you and two other people. These two other people will be making that person you love, as happy as you make him/ her, and there will be no "competition". You won't want to be the one to make that person the happiest, but to actually see him/her happy under whichever circumstances. Let's not forget that Satan does not have one wife, and I really doubt that any of those women/Goddesses see each other as a competition. :)

Anyway, I just wanted to share this thought with you because really, love is a wonderful thing, and we should not limit ourselves towards "society's" (or more like jewish influence) standards. And hey, I'm sure that there are some exceptions of humans who are monogamous, but this is not the majority.
(I don't need to mention that, if a person you're in love with does not support your polygamy, then... you know... Maybe don't try to make a relationship with him/her, or just suffocate for their sake... I do not support the second option)
Some people are monogamous and I am monogamous myself. It's all about the Soul and the perception. Let's not try to force any justified opinion on nature. Some people need more people, some do not know what they need, others have other karmic needs, others have even a problem finding their sexuality. Enforcing the opinion that all are polygamous is simply due to yourself wanting to be this and by tour discovery, thinking it's True for anyone. Though this is wrong. Also, in all species, some animals can be polygamous or monogamous etc. This really does not matter as when people advance it all falls in place. Let's not judge Human nature by the perverted standard of today's world. For many reasons many people want to be both. So, don't stress over it. It's a trivial matter.

In the NS the Government never stressed much over this. People can do as they please but perversion and letting "do as they please" degrade society and themselves was forbidden. In the sense of that sick desires like pedophilia etc. were crimes. Polygamy, monogamy, gay, straight or bi can is individual and, in the Soul, and has took shape under certain natural influences. If the jewish lackeys have preyed on that and distorted these tendencies it's another problem. Be it expressed naturally it's healthy and promotes a healthy society as well.

For instance, people may choose or hate being monogamous because they either rebel it conform to xian dogma or society. Both ways they own you. By spiritual practice you will be free to see what you desire. For instance, I have been monogamous before SS and after evolving it became far clearer with all the definitions. Even if society enforced polygamy, same thing. I am still this. Hope this helps you understand better what you came up with and what is the position.

Let me put this astrologically. I have someone I know with Gemini and Cancer emphasis on their chart. On one hand they wanted polygamy and many mates at a time. On the other they wanted someone home and to be publicly monogamous or have a main pair. The reason is that the social status quo never let them have many wives so they could be pleased. This resulted in being totally fucked up, distorted and never really knowing what they want, but as an SS I could see it myself. So please take into consideration that things are very complex and we will need jews off the planet and distortions and lies away to really allow everyone to gravitate where they please.

HAIL SATAN!!!!
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